
Month 1 Competitive Primer 
 
Narrative: 
 

We have located several key points of the Communication Nexus of Opus Erasticus. 
These must be controlled and secured. 
 
The Imperium forces defending this planet as well as the Inquisition know that several 
small forces have mobilized to extract patterns for production from a factory within travel 
distance from these locations.  If the Nexus can be controlled, the patterns can be sent 
off planet and reinforcements requested to help retrieve this valuable information. 
 
It appears Tyranids and Orkz have both infected this planet. 
 
A few Tyranids have made their nests on these key sites. This could just be the 
beginning of their infestation.  Some suspect it could be the tentacles of the Leviathan, 
the Largest Hive Fleet ever recorded.  It’s suspected an Imperium force has already 
been turned.  It is unknown at this time why a warband of Tau is accompanying the Hive 
Broods, however, the tyranids are feeling an immense psychic pull towards this planet. 
 
The Orkz have been seen trying to loot several of the valuable materials at the 
communication sites for their own gain and destroying sections of the network.  Will the 
forces of Destruction wreak havoc or will they be contained?  It is easy looting after all.  It 
appears there may be a Tzeetch general may be pulling the strings. 
 
The power of the nexus is just another opportunity to sow seeds of corruption.  With 
power being so centralized the nexus becomes a prime target for heretics and cultists to 
seize and bind the ancient machinery in service to their Dark Masters.  With such a thing 
it would be easy to tear yet another hole in the already ravaged fabric of reality; 
bolstering their forces by  the summoning of daemonkind and adding to the numberless 
legions of maddened zealots and tainted Astartes. 
 
Aeldari have come to this planet to also extract the planets ancient patterns.  In an 
attempt to preserve their dwindling species and avoid conflict, they sent a small force to 
tap into the communication nexus and steal the Imperium’s messages. 
 
 
 
 

  



Format: 
 
ITC Format 
 
The ITC Format is a balanced mission type and allows for players to design and create 
an army that suits their play style due to the variety of scoring possibilities. 
Please see ITC documents at these links for full breakdown of the missions, secondaries 
and rules. 
 
We understand that this is the first time running an ITC mission.  They are very simple 
once you get the general concept.  Feel free to ask questions so ensure everyone is on 
the same page. 
 
Website 
https://www.frontlinegaming.org/community/frontline-gamings-independent-tournament-c
ircuit/itc-2015-season-40k-tournament-format/ 
 
Rules 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1bUs0HrJ3f6YzR6mWlT1LRLq0i9_0ekf7ah9WhCT
xsIo/edit 
 
Missions 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ltQMdeDqYRXOhvdYT3dtUSji3AISvZRM8gDlhOX
DaF8/edit 

 
 
 
Setup: 
 

Scenario 3: Nexus Control 
2v2 500 points max each player  (See Ron for pairings) 
4ft x 4ft board. 
Please see ITC mission pack for objective placement. 
 
App recommendation: ITC Battles 
This will show you the missions, secondaries, deployments, and keep track of your score 
for you.   We HIGHLY recommend you utilize this free tool. 
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Terrain recommendation: 
 
1 or 2 large complete Line of Sight blocking terrain pieces in the center (depending on 
size) 
2 Multi-level ruins in opposite corners 
2 Craters or Forests in the 2 remaining corners. 
Scatter terrain as you see fit. 
 
At the end of the day, build the map how you see fit,  this setup should allow multiple 
different types of army builds to succeed with some dynamic gameplay. 
 
It’s important that there is a complete LOS blocking piece in the middle to encourage 
tactical movement and allow melee focused armies to advance up the board without 
gunlines mowing them down. 
 
The Craters/Forests are great pieces of terrain by allowing infantry a cover save, but 
more importantly if used properly can be a great defense to a melee unit due to the 2” 
reduced charge when moving through the terrain piece.  Please see Chapter Approved 
for the exact wording.  We highly recommend that you utilize this rule in your game play. 
 
Remember these are just recommendations and you can build the board as you see fit. 

 
 
 
Month 1 ITC Scoring Adjustments: 
 

Due to the smaller army size, the ITC secondaries will max at 2 points each (max 6 
for your secondary scores) instead of 4 points each.  We feel this will balance the 
secondaries and still allow a wide variety of scoring options. 
 

 
 
  



Month 1 Scoring Clarification for 2v2: 
 

Each player will select their own 3 secondaries to score INDIVIDUALLY.  Your partner’s 
units, models, or kills cannot help you score your secondaries.  
 
The team as a whole will work together to score the Primary Objectives of an ITC 
mission; Kill 1, Kill More, Hold 1, Hold More, as well as the bonus point (which can be 
scored every battle round). 
 
To be clear each round, you can score 5 points max from what I just described (1  
point each) and then over the course of the game, depending on what secondaries you 
selected, you will be able to score your secondary objectives. 
 
For the team total score, add the Primary and Bonus point scoring and each players’ 
individual secondary scores. 
 

 
 
Score Reporting: 
 

Please report your scores to Monroeville40kLeague@gmail.com utilizing the 2v2 
Score Chart. 
 
Please save it, fill it out, and send it back.  The link sharing is view only so you will not be 
able to edit to the shared file. 
 
2v2 Scoring Chart 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1p1L_Nzormg20LBeoI3BV5ERPjIBBCs7Uwuo_En
SuGIA/edit?usp=sharing 
 
The winner is responsible for reporting the scores.  In the event of a tie, both players are 
responsible.  The losing player should confirm that the scores have been reported.  If 
they are not reported by the 28th of each month, they will be marked as a 0 and a loss. 
Unfortunately, we have a limited amount of time and are responsible for a group of over 
30 players.  Due to this we can not make special exceptions or allow extensions of any 
kind. 
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